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Abstract
Identifying and quantifying the size of multiple overlapping axis-aligned geometric objects is an essential
computational geometry problem. The ability to solve this problem can effectively inform a number of
spatial data mining methods and can provide support in decision making for a variety of critical applications.
The state-of-the-art approach for addressing such problems resorts to an algorithmic paradigm, collectively
known as the sweep-line or plane sweep algorithm. However, its application inherits a number of limitations
including lack of versatility and lack of support for ad hoc intersection queries. With these limitations in
mind, we design and implement a novel, exact, fast and scalable yet versatile, sweep-line based algorithm,
named SLIG. The key idea of our algorithm lies in constructing an auxiliary data structure when the sweep
line algorithm is applied, an intersection graph. This graph can effectively be used to provide connectivity
properties among overlapping objects and to inform answers to ad hoc intersection queries. It can also be
employed to find the location and size of the common area of multiple overlapping objects. SLIG performs
significantly faster than classic sweep-line based algorithms, it is more versatile, and provides a suite of
powerful querying capabilities. To demonstrate the versatility of our SLIG algorithm we show how it can be
utilized for evaluating the importance of nodes in a trajectory network - a type of dynamic network where the
nodes are moving objects (cars, pedestrians, etc.) and the edges represent interactions (contacts) between
objects as defined by a proximity threshold. The key observation to address the problem is that the time
intervals of these interactions can be represented as 1-dimensional axis-aligned geometric objects. Then, a
variant of our SLIG algorithm, named SLOT, is utilized that effectively computes the metrics of interest,
including node degree, triangle membership and connected components for each node, over time.
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1 Introduction
In computational geometry, a sweep-line algorithm is an algorithmic paradigm that is commonly used in
problems related to identifying pairs of intersecting geometric objects. This process can be critical for a
number of spatial data mining and querying methods, as well as various critical applications, including
spatial databases [47], VLSI physical design [25], computer graphics and simulation collision detection [57],
to name a few.
While there are many variations, depending on the type of intersecting objects to be examined, all sweep-
line algorithms employ a conceptual line that is swept or moved across the plane, ”scanning” over an entire
dataset while only stopping at some points. Any algorithm operations are restricted to points that either
intersect or are in the immediate vicinity of the sweeping line at those points, with the results being available
at the end of the single pass. Because of this fact, sweep-line-based algorithms don’t need to compare every
possible pair of objects, only checking those in close proximity instead.
An essential computational geometry problem that belongs to the category mentioned above is that of
identifying intersections of a large number of axis-aligned geometric objects in multiple dimensions [8]. The
axis-aligned requirement constrains the objects to be located on axes that align with each other (i.e., run in
the same direction); that includes line segments in 1-D, rectangles or boxes in 2-D, cuboids in 3-D, and so on
(see examples in Fig. 1.1a, 1.1b, 1.1c). This problem is well-suited to the sweep-line algorithmic approach,
with fast and efficient state-of-the-art algorithms able to find pairs of intersections in 1, 2 or 3 dimensions
[20].
In this work, we wish to expand the scope of the axis-aligned object intersection problem mentioned, as
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(a) 1-D line segments (b) 2-D rectangles (c) 3-D cuboids
Figure 1.1: Example of axis-aligned geometric objects in 1-D, 2-D and 3-D.
well as demonstrate how another, significantly different problem can be mapped to it. We wish to show the
versatility and usefulness of the sweep-line algorithm, as it can be used to provide meaningful insights in the
analysis of data from a wide variety of domains.
Specifically, we first modify the sweep-line algorithm so that it can identify not just pairs of intersecting
objects, but also multiple object intersections, i.e. triplets, quadruplets and larger intersecting sets of objects,
as well as compute the size of their common overlap. Secondly, we present a problem related to spatial
trajectories and temporal graphs, and show it is possible to map it to the object intersection problem,
specifically to the 1−D case of intervals. This enables us to use the sweep-line algorithm in order to quickly
and efficiently calculate a number of metrics related to the importance of each object in the dataset.
1.1 Contributions
In summary, the major contributions of this work are as follows:
• We present MultipleIntersect, a novel and challenging problem related to intersections of geometric
objects in multiple dimensions. This problem can appear in diverse applications and domains, but
cannot be easily addressed using traditional implementations of modified state-of-the-art algorithms.
• We design and implement SLIG, a novel sweep-line based algorithm that can efficiently address the
introduced problem MultipleIntersect. The algorithm is utilizing information coming from an
2
auxiliary data structure, an intersection graph, and is fast, exact, versatile and scalable.
• We perform additional exploratory analysis of this problem by answering different types of queries
related to multiple region intersections, namely MultiRegionQuery and SingleRegionQuery.
• We present a thorough experimental evaluation of SLIG against state-of-the-art algorithms that
demonstrate that our algorithm is superior for a range of conditions.
• We demonstrate the capabilities and versatility of SLIG by using it in a data analysis application on
a real-world extreme-weather-related dataset.
• We introduce a novel framework for network-based trajectory analysis.
• We design and implement SLOT, a novel one-pass algorithm, for fast and accurate mining of node
importance in trajectory networks.
• We perform a thorough evaluation of node importance methods on large-scale synthetic data, for a
range of conditions.
• We make source code and data publicly available for all mentioned algorithms and experiments to
encourage reproducibility of results.
The work presented in this thesis has been published in data mining-related conferences [49, 48].
1.2 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 2, several key concepts and ideas related to existing techniques and methodologies are presented
in more detail, along with the related work for each of the problems we tackle. In Chapter 3, we present
the problem of identifying multiple object intersections, along with the various necessary modifications to
the sweep-line algorithm in order to achieve this. In Chapter 4, we outline the problem of importance in
trajectory networks, along with how it can be mapped to the interval intersection problem. Chapter 5
contains some final comments and potential future steps related to this work.
3
2 Related Work
Our research is related to the computational geometry problem of object intersection, the sweep-line algo-
rithm, as well as spatial data structures. Furthermore, in this work we employ techniques and concepts
from the fields of graph theory and trajectory mining, such as clique enumeration, trajectory data mining,
dynamic and temporal networks. Here we present a more comprehensive coverage of these topics.
2.1 Object Intersection
A great number of data structures and algorithms have been developed that deal with finding and performing
queries on intersecting objects [8, 20]. One of the most common problems related to that is the axis-aligned
(or iso-oriented) rectangles in Rd problem [22, 15], or the very similar orthogonal range search problem [16].
In most prior research, the objective is to identify and report pairs of intersecting objects with speed and
accuracy, usually for purposes or collision detection in computer simulations [67] or for object placement
problems [1]. Some methods exist for problems conceptually similar but fundamentally different from ours,
such as the proposed technique to pre-process data in order to quickly find intersecting pairs that overlap a
query rectangle, a.k.a. triple intersections [45, 18]. In this case, some computation speed-up is sacrificed in
order to preserve space requirements of O(1), while it is hinted that without this constraint lower computation
costs are easily possible. However, this is still constrained to only exactly triple intersections (k = 3). The
state-of-the-art techniques used in related research belong to one of two families of algorithms: either a
sweep-line (also known as plane-sweep or Bentley-Ottman algorithm) or a divide-and-conquer algorithm,
which have been shown to be equivalent in computation cost [28]. These algorithms are commonly tasked
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with the purpose of identifying all pairs of intersecting objects, and using that information to construct
data structures that can accommodate spatial access queries [3, 66]. While these algorithms have been
extensively studied and there are many improvements and optimised implementations proposed [42], they
can be problematic when trying to apply them to identify more than just pairs of intersections. A specific,
fixed implementation logic must be employed depending on the intended result, e.g. if the goal is identifying
intersecting triplets in 2 − D or quadruplets in 1 − D. For our work, we select the sweep-line approach
due to its implementation simplicity, although similar results could be obtained using a divide-and-conquer
approach or related implementations, such as R-trees [29].
2.2 Sweep-line Algorithm
The existing state-of-the-art sweep-line algorithm finds pairs of intersecting objects. Given a set of d-
dimensional objects (e.g., line segments, rectangles, cuboids, etc.), the first step of the algorithm involves
constructing a list that includes the start and stop points of all objects in each dimension and sorting them,
typically in a pre-processing phase. Then, a conceptual line, L moves (sweeps) from left to right across the
plane, examining the objects, one by one, in order. During the sweep, the active objects (i.e., the ones that
line L is currently traversing over) are maintained. When a new region is encountered by L, it is marked as
intersecting all the currently active objects in the current sweep dimension. The process consists of a single
pass in each dimension. Regions that are marked as intersecting in all dimensions are actually intersecting
objects. An illustrative example of the process for 1-D objects (line segments) can be seen in Figure 2.1.
2.3 Spatial Data Structures
Tree-based data structures are commonly used in spatial access methods for indexing information such as
geographical coordinates, rectangles or polygons. In 1-D problems, interval trees [9] are used to efficiently
find all intervals that overlap with any given interval or point. In more than one dimensions, bounding
volume hierarchy trees, more commonly known as Axis-Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) trees [10] manage to
5
Figure 2.1: Illustrative example of a sweep-line algorithm that can determine intersections of 1-D objects
(line segments).
significantly reduce computation costs of spatial queries by using a hierarchy of larger rectangular bounding
volumes that contain smaller objects. A similar concept, R-trees group objects by using minimum bounding
rectangles [29]. Along with several variants such as R*, R+ and Hilbert R-trees [7, 54, 32] they allow
significantly fast answers to spatial access queries and similar collision detection problems.In all these tree-
based data structures, the intervals or rectangles are represented by leaf nodes and they are incrementally
merged to form a tree with a common root node, with different grouping heuristics. While this method is
very effective for answering access queries, which effectively require the traversal of the tree from the root
to the leaves, it is inadequate to answer queries related to the intersections between groups of objects, since
they require traversing through the leaf nodes of the tree. A data structure that is more capable of answering
these types of queries is the intersection graph [51]. In intersection graphs, each vertex represents a single
rectangle or interval and each edge represents an intersection between two of these objects [41]. In the case of
1-D regions, this graph is known as an interval graph [39]. As these data structures maintain information on
the intersections and connections between individual objects, it is possible to use intersection graphs in order
to provide answers to queries involving groups of objects [31]. Common graph queries such as identifying
all neighbors of a node or finding connected components in a graph now translate to queries related to the
actual geometric objects and their intersections in space.
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2.4 Clique enumeration
A clique is a fully-connected subgraph in a larger, simple graph. That means that every node within a
clique has a connection with every other node within it. Furthermore, a maximal clique is one that can’t
be augmented by adding additional vertices, while a maximum clique is the largest maximal clique in the
graph. We are interested in the problem of finding a maximum clique [4] and the problem of enumerating all
maximal cliques [14]. As one of the best known and most widely studied combinatorial problems in graph
theory, there is an exhaustive list of related work. These problems are NP -hard, given that they subsume
the classic version of the NP-complete clique decision problem. But, because of their significance in real
applications, many practical algorithms have been proposed [12]. In relation to our problem, in Section
3.3, we first establish the relationship between the multiple intersection problem and the clique enumeration
problem. Then, we explain how existing clique enumeration algorithms can be employed to enumerate sets
of intersecting regions. As such, clique enumeration algorithms are orthogonal to our methods and improved
versions can be adapted as needed.
2.5 Trajectory Data Mining
Trajectory problems have been extensively studied in the data mining area. Of particular interest are
problems related to similarity in trajectory data [36, 58] and trajectory clustering [38]. While there is research
on the behavior and trajectories of moving objects [21], we wish to focus on the interactions between them,
and specifically the way objects come in close proximity to each other and the groups they form. This is
roughly similar to the concept of contact networks commonly studied in epidemiology and infection spreading,
although it’s not strictly related to spatial proximity [52].
2.6 Spatial Networks
The notion of objects distributed in space and interacting with each other has been heavily explored in
graph theory. Graph theory concepts such as proximity graphs [26] and geometric intersection graphs [24]
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are characteristic examples of this. Specifically, several variations of proximity graphs have been developed
over time to better fit different problems. For instance, relative neighbor graphs [59] and Gabriel graphs [26]
connect nearest neighbors if no other vertexes are nearby, while Delaunay triangulations [19] maximize the
minimum angles of all triangles formed. These, however, mostly deal with static data, while our goal is to
examine cases of proximity graphs where all objects/nodes are moving and their relationships are evolving
over time.
2.7 Temporal Networks
There has also been significant research on networks that are evolving over time, or temporal networks. The
nature of these systems introduces a number of issues and obstacles, which make it necessary to adapt for
the problem basic graph theory concepts and algorithms such as shortest paths [63], motifs [35] and other
metrics [44]. Furthermore, with the addition of temporal information, several concepts can be extended
to take advantage of the additional data. Examples of this are the temporal node centrality [34] and
the network reachability [30] metrics. As part of this project we wish to develop techniques that provide
accurate values for these metrics in a fast and accurate way for all nodes, with detailed results over time,
then apply these for the analysis of trajectory temporal networks. We intend to make use of the node
degree and reachability or connectedness metrics, as well as examine the participation of every node in
triangles over time. Earlier research on this topic, including network temporal motifs, focused mostly on
faster approximations for streaming graphs [13, 6, 60]. An accurate triangle counting algorithm without
approximation exists [46], but merely returns the total count of all triangles rather than enumerating them.
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3 Mining of Multiple Axis-aligned Intersecting Objects
3.1 Motivation
In the previous chapter, we outlined the details of the sweep-line algorithm, and showed how the reported
results are the pairs of intersecting objects. In this chapter, we want to explore the related problem of
identifying multiple intersections of such objects (e.g. triplets, quadruplets of objects intersecting at the
same point) and computing the size of their common overlap. While the current state-of-the-art sweep-line
algorithm mentioned before has been successfully used in a number of problems, its application inherits
a number of limitations that are relevant here: (i) lack of versatility: classic sweep-line algorithms cannot
easily be adapted to different instances of the intersection problem, such as multiple intersections or arbitrary
dimensions. This is because they are typically designed and coded with clear and definite specifications of an
intersection problem and therefore the logic is bound to specifics of the implementation; (ii) lack of support
for ad hoc intersection queries: classic sweep-line algorithms are not designed to support ad hoc intersection
queries, such as queries that aim to answer whether a set of geometric objects (query) are intersecting (or
not), and if yes, how much they are overlapping.
With these limitations in mind, we design and propose SLIG1, a sweep-line based algorithm that can be
employed in a number of problems and applications involving the efficient computation of multiple object
intersections or intersection queries, in multiple dimensions. The key idea of our algorithm lies in constructing
an auxiliary data structure when the sweep line algorithm is applied, an intersection graph. This graph can
effectively be used to provide connectivity properties among overlapping objects and to inform answers to
1Sweep Line (assisted by an) Intersection Graph
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ad hoc intersection queries. In addition, it can be employed to inform the much harder problem of finding
the location and size of the common area defined by multiple overlapping objects by reducing it to the clique
enumeration problem, a problem thoroughly explored in graph theory.
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Table 3.1: Summary of Notations
Notation Description
d Number of dimensions
si An axis-aligned region in Rd
S A set of regions {s1, s2, . . . , sn}
I A subset of S, whose regions all intersect with each other
Z The common overlap region of all regions in I
|Z| The size of the common overlap region Z
k Intersection cardinality of I
l Number of fully intersecting sets Ii in S
lmax Number of maximal intersecting sets Ii in S, i.e. only the largest possible sets
q A region in S used as a query
Q A subset of regions S forming a query
r The average size of regions in the dataset as a ratio of the total space in each dimension
3.2 Problem of Interest
In this section, we introduce notation and formally present the problems of interest.
3.2.1 Preliminaries
It is important to note that the methods we present generalize to multiple dimensions. Where necessary,
we explain the extra steps required to apply a method in higher dimensions. This typically involves first
operating on each dimension in isolation and then combining results from multiple dimensions to formulate
the final outcome. Therefore, for the rest of this document, we use the term regions to refer to geometric
objects in Rd, where d ≥ 1 (i.e., line segments in 1-D, rectangles or boxes in 2-D, cuboids in 3-D, etc.). Note
as well that even though our implementations are general, we only report values for up to three dimensions
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(a) 1-D line segments (b) 2-D rectangles (c) 3-D cuboids (d) Intersection graph
Figure 3.1: Example of axis-aligned geometric objects in 1-D, 2-D and 3-D, and their corresponding inter-
section graph. Note that A, B, C and D are all intersecting with each other, forming a common region. That
common region is represented in the intersection graph as a maximal clique.
in the experiments, as that should be enough to demonstrate the behavior of the methods in most common
scenarios and applications.
Related to the problem we aim to address is the way that geometric objects are overlapping with each
other. Consider for example the regions A and B in Figure 3.1b. As they are overlapping with each
other, they form a common region ZAB that consists of all points in space that belong to both regions A
and B. We also define the common region size |ZAB | to be the size of that overlap. Depending on the
application dimensions, the size can represent the length of a line segment, the surface of the overlapping
rectangles/boxes, or the volume of the cuboid formed by the overlapping cuboids.
In order to generalize the concept of common region to more than two regions, we need to consider all the
different ways that overlaps can occur. For example, in Figure 3.1b, regions A, D and E have some pairwise
overlaps (ZAD, ZDE), but they do not all overlap with each other forming a single common region (ZADE).
On the other hand, for example, regions A, B, C, D are all overlapping with each other forming ZABCD,
each point of which belongs to (is covered by) all four regions. We introduce the concept of intersection
cardinality k to refer to the type of overlapping regions (triplets, quadruplets, etc.) that we are interested
in detecting and reporting.
Formally, given a set of regions S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} that individually may or may not overlap with each
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other, we can construct sets of regions Ii ⊆ S where each region in I intersects with every other in I, i.e.
they are all overlapping together and forming a common region Z. Any such subset I will have cardinality
k equal to its size |I|, since all regions in that I intersect. For example, in Fig. 1.1b, {D,E} has k = 2,
{A,B,C} has k = 3, {A,B,C,D} has k = 4, but {A,B,C,D,E} has k = 4, since the largest subset with a
common region is {A,B,C,D}.
A worst-case scenario exists where k = n, where n = |S| is the total number of objects, meaning that all
regions are overlapping with each other; this, however, is a degenerate case for most real-world scenarios or
applications.
3.2.2 Problem
We are now in position to formally define the problems of interest.
MultipleIntersect: Given a set S = {s1, s2 . . . , sn} of n regions in Rd,where the number of dimensions
d ≥ 1, enumerate all sets of intersecting regions Ii ⊆ S. For each of the sets, report the common region Zi
and its respective size |Zi|.
For example, given the set of regions S = {A,B,C,D,E} of Figure 3.1b, we seek to find the intersecting
sets AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD, DE, ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD, ABCD, as well as their respective common
regions ZAB , ZAC , . . ., ZABCD and common region sizes |ZAB |, |ZAC |, . . ., |ZABCD|.
Intersection Queries: Given a set S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} of n regions in Rd, d ≥ 1, construct a data structure
capable of answering different types of queries related to S, such as:
• SingleRegionQuery: For a region q ∈ S, report all sets of intersecting regions Ii ⊆ S containing q.
• MultiRegionQuery: For a subset of the regions Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qm} ⊆ S report all sets of inter-
secting regions Ii ⊆ S containing any region qi ∈ Q.
In the same example as before for q = D, SingleRegionQuery will report the following sets and their
respective common regions and sizes: AD, BD, CD, DE, ABD, ACD, BCD, ABCD. Similarly, if Q = {A,E},
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then MultiRegionQuery will enumerate the sets, common regions and sizes for: AB, AC, AD, DE, ABC,
ABD, ACD, ABCD.
Note that these problems are difficult to compute using the existing state-of-the-art sweep-line algorithm
algorithm presented in Chapter 2. Although it’s possible to use customized versions of the sweep-line or
equivalent algorithm to accommodate a specific instance of the problem, it won’t be versatile enough to
accommodate all problems within the same implementation, or an arbitrary number of dimensions. Further-
more, any possible solutions to the presented problem are inherently expensive even for 2- and 3-D cases
[18], let alone for more dimensions.
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3.3 Methodology
In this section, we describe methods for addressing the MultipleIntersect problem defined in the previous
section. We start with the description of a naive implementation to address the problem, and we explain why
the naive approach performs poorly. Then, we describe in detail of how one would utilize the state-of-the-art
sweep-line paradigm instead; eventually that would provide a sensible baseline to compare against our more
sophisticated algorithm. Afterwards, we present details of our proposed algorithm, SLIG, a sweep-line based
algorithm that constructs and utilizes an intersection graph to greatly simplify and speed up the solution
to the problem. Finally, we show how the data structures constructed using SLIG can be used to quickly
and efficiently answer the SingleRegionQuery and MultiRegionQuery queries outlined in Section 3.2.
It is important to note that all methods described below compute exact results (not approximated in any
way), therefore discussion about the accuracy of the methods isn’t necessary. Table 3.2 provides a summary
of the computational complexity of different methods for addressing each of the problems of interest. The
exact implementation of the methods shown can be found in Section 3.4.
3.3.1 MultipleIntersect Problem
Recall that in this problem we wish to report all the sets of intersecting regions Ii ⊆ S. Finding whether a
pair of regions in Rd intersect or not is straightforward, as it’s only necessary to compare the corner points of
both regions in all dimensions. There are, however, different methods to select which of the possible regions
should be compared with each other, resulting in different numbers of unnecessary comparisons.
The Naive Method: The simplest approach is comparing every region in S with every other, finding
intersecting pairs, and then proceed to compare the common region defined by every intersecting pair with
every other region to find triple intersections, and so on. This iterative process has to be continued until
no more intersections are found or the maximum cardinality k = n has been reached. As is apparent,
the computational cost of such a method increases exponentially with the number of regions in S. For a
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specific k, the k combinations of the n regions in S are given by
(
n
k
)
and enumerating all k-combinations
(i.e., k = {2, 3, ..n}) would be ∑2≤k≤n (nk) = 2n. Moreover, as the same process has to be followed for every
dimension, the computational cost of Naive becomes O(d2n). Unless the dataset is extremely small or there
are very few intersections occurring, the cost of that computation would be prohibitively large.
The SweepLine Method: The Naive method has several shortcomings, and as we mentioned in the
previous chapter a better alternative for addressing intersection problems exists in the form of the sweep-line
algorithm. It is straight-forward to modify the classic sweep-line algorithm so that at every stopping point,
it performs a comparison of all active regions (i.e. regions currently under the line) in a way similar to the
Naive method mentioned above. This would still perform only a single pass, but it would still introduce
unnecessary repetition of checks and comparisons between objects, similar to the Naive method.
In order to address this problem in a way that is efficient and fair, we had to modify the sweep-line
algorithm and come up with a variant method that for the purpose of this problem we will refer to as
SweepLine. Specifically, SweepLine maintains and returns all sets of intersecting regions with intersection
cardinality of up to a specified kmax using multiple passes. The fist pass consists of the classic sweep-line
algorithm that returns pairs of intersections, which are then used as the input for the second pass, which
will now output all the triple (k = 3) intersections, which is used as input for the next pass, etc. until either
kmax is reached or no other intersections are possible. This approach maximizes computation efficiency and
avoids repeated comparisons.
The computational cost of the original sweep-line (Bentley-Ottmann) algorithm for a single dimension
is O((n + l) log n), where l is the number of intersections found (in non-degenerate cases, l  2n). This
includes the cost of sorting which is O(n log n)(for one dimension) and comparisons which is O(l log l).
After modifying the algorithm to support multiple intersections, the sorting cost is the same while the
comparison cost becomes l log l for a single specific k, and therefore to report all possible k-combinations
(i.e., k = {2, 3, ..l}) it would be ∑2≤k≤l l log l = l log lk. Therefore, for all dimensions d, the computational
cost of our modified SweepLine would be in the order of O(dn log n+ d(l log l)k). Note that since l  2n,
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this represents a significant improvement over the Naive methods, but it still remains significantly expensive.
Sweep Line Intersection Graph (SLIG): Although SweepLine employs a state-of-the-art algorithm
and produces much better results than Naive, it still inherits a number of limitations. For instance, in-
termediate results (e.g., the computation of pair-wise intersecting regions), are not well utilised; they are
taken into account in subsequent computations that could speed up the whole process. Towards that end,
we propose SLIG, a novel method for efficiently solving the problems of interest. The method we devise is
based on the following two key observations:
• Current best approaches to the problem depend on an expensive process of sequentially examining
regions to determine if they intersect with previously visited regions or sets of regions. However, this
limitation can be overcome by constructing a region intersection graph data structure.
• The multiple intersection problem can be mapped to that clique problem (and variants of it) on the
region intersection graph. This can suggest huge time performance savings, since it is possible to
address the problems of interest just by operating on the region intersection graph, without the need
to operate on the original regions or to re-apply a sweep-line algorithm multiple times.
We elaborate on these key observations in the next paragraphs.
Region Intersection Graph (RIG) is a graph where each vertex represents a region in S and each
edge represents an intersection between two regions. In the case of 1-dimensional regions, this graph is
known as an interval graph. Note that the idea of the intersection graph generalizes to multiple dimensions.
Now, with a region intersection graph in place, it is easy to interpret intersection queries as connectivity
queries in RIG. For example, if two vertices are connected in RIG, then the regions represented by the
vertices are intersecting; or, obtaining all neighbouring vertices of a vertex in RIG is equivalent to finding all
regions intersecting with a specific region, and so on. These graph operations are typically fast, while the
construction of the RIG is straightforward. We employ the classic Bentley-Ottmann sweep-line algorithm
for detecting pair-wise intersections of regions. Whenever a new region is encountered, a new node added to
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the RIG; for a pair-wise intersection, a new edge is added. The time complexity of this process is O(n log n)
and the space complexity is O(n) (due to the classic sweep-line). The space complexity of storing RIG in
memory is O(V + E), where V = n is the set of vertices (regions) and E is the set of edges (intersections).
The clique problem refers to the computational problem of finding cliques in a graph. A clique is a
subset of vertices of an undirected graph such that every two distinct vertices in the clique are adjacent; that
is, its induced subgraph is complete. To make a connection to our problem, it is well known that in the case
of 1-dimensional regions (line segments), a set of pair-wise intersecting regions would have a common point
or range, a common region, where they all overlap (see for example Figure 3.2). Effectively, these intersecting
regions directly correspond to a clique in the intersection graph (see also result in [5, Lemma 3.3]). This
means that, once a clique has been identified in the intersection graph, it is possible to quickly identify
and report information about the common region of the multiple intersecting regions. It is possible to take
this analysis further, by taking advantage of significant prior research related to cliques, and specifically the
maximal clique enumeration problem. A maximal clique is a clique that cannot be extended by including
an additional adjacent vertex (i.e., it isn’t part of a larger clique). Enumerating only the maximal cliques
can be significantly faster than enumerating all cliques, while a large number of highly optimised algorithms
are available for the task [12, 23]. In our problem, a maximal clique represents a set of regions that are all
intersecting with each other, or otherwise it represents the fact that there exists a common region among a
set of intersecting regions. Once a maximal clique is identified, by definition, all subset combinations of all
regions participating in the maximal clique are cliques and therefore form a common region themselves. For
example, in Fig. 3.1d, ABCD forms a maximal clique, meaning that ABC,ABD,ACD and BCD are also
cliques.
As a result of the previous discussion, we can provide a solution to this problem by implementing an
out-of-the-box state-of-the-art algorithm that enumerates all maximal cliques. The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm
has a worst-case computation cost of O(3n/3) [12], which is better than the Naive method and better than
the Sweep-line method for very large values of l. However, another option is the algorithm by Tsukiyama et
al. [61], which has a computational cost relative to the number of the resulting maximal cliques in the graph,
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O(n ·lmax), where lmax is the number of maximal cliques. Notice that the dimensions cost multiplier d is only
included in the sorting; this is because that cost would only incur during the construction of the intersection
graph, but never again, suggesting large computation time savings. Therefore, the computational cost of
SLIG would be O(dn log n+ n · lmax).
Table 3.2: Summary of Computational Complexities
MultipleIntersect Problem
Naive O(d2m)
SweepLine O(d · n log n+ d(l log l)k)
SLIG O(d · n log n+ n · lmax)
Intersection Queries
SingleRegionQuery O(m · lmax)
MultiRegionQuery O(m · lmax)
3.3.2 Intersection Queries
Having constructed the region intersection graph mentioned previously, it is now possible to quickly and
efficiently answer a number of different queries related to multiple intersections on the dataset that are
difficult to do otherwise. In the case of the Naive and SweepLine algorithms, the entire dataset or a
substantial portion of it would need to be reexamined and the algorithms completely repeated to provide
the necessary answers. Using the SLIG, however, it is possible to perform graph-based queries that only
involve the necessary regions, and furthermore SLIG itself needs only be executed once, avoiding significant
preprocessing cost. We examine the following queries mentioned in the problem description:
SingleRegionQuery: : Using the RIG, this problem can be easily addressed. First, given q ∈ S we need to
obtain all regions that intersect with it. This is performed by obtaining all the direct connections (neighbors)
of the vertex represented by q in the intersection graph, which is a simple fast operation. Combining q and
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Figure 3.2: Illustrative example of 1-D line segment intersections. The shaded area is the common area
z = [c0, a1] and the common region size z = a1 − c0.
its graph neighbors into the set Q ⊆ S, we solve the problem by applying the clique enumeration algorithm
mentioned in Chapter 2. The query rectangle q is guaranteed to only intersect with the regions with which
the corresponding vertex is connected. Therefore, the computational cost would be O(m · lmax), where
m = |Q|.
MultiRegionQuery: : This can be answered in a similar way as SingleRegionQuery. We simply need
to first combine all the all the nodes in Q and all their neighbors into a single subgraph. Afterwards, we
need only apply once again the clique enumeration algorithm to that subgraph and filter out all the results
that don’t contain a region in Q. The computational cost of SLIG would be O(m · lmax), with m this
time being |Q| plus the number of neighbors found. Except for the trivial worst case where m  |Q|, the
post-processing cost should be at most O(lmax).
3.3.3 Calculation of Common Region Size
In this paragraph we describe how we can efficiently compute the common region size |Z| of the newly defined
common region Z, in multiple dimensions (i.e., the length of a line segment, surface of a rectangle/box, volume
of a cuboid, and so on). We have already established that a set of regions that form a clique in RIG are
defining a common region Z, which itself is a new region in the same dimension as the original intersecting
regions (e.g., the common region of 2-D rectangles will be a 2-D rectangle). This region can be defined using
the start and end coordinates in the case of 1-D line segments, the coordinates of the two opposite corners
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of a 2-D rectangle, and so on. First, we show how we can efficiently compute |Z| in one dimension, and then
we generalize to multiple dimensions.
Since the geometric objects we examine in this work are all convex sets, according to Helly’s theorem
[50] if all regions si in a set of regions I are pair-wise overlapping, then they have a non-empty intersection,
i.e. they form a common region Z. Furthermore, since these regions are axis-aligned objects, it is trivial to
show that the position and size of the common region can be found as such:
Corollary 1. Let a set of k regions S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} that form a common region. Now, assume that for
each region si we represent its start point as s
0
i and its end point as s
1
i , where s
1
i ≥ s0i . Therefore si = [s0i , s1i ].
Let Z : [z0, z1] be the common region defined by regions in S. Then, the start point z0 and the end point z1
of Z will be given by:
z0 = max(s01, s
0
2, . . . , s
0
k), z
1 = min(s11, s
1
2, . . . , s
1
k)
Corollary 2. The common region size |Z| in 1-D is given by:
|Z| = min(s11, s12, . . . , s1k)−max(s01, s02, . . . , s0k)
Consider the example of Figure 3.2. The common region of the intersecting regions A, B, C is shown
shaded. The common region will be z = [c0, a1] and the common region size will be |Z| = a1−c0. For higher
dimensions (d ≥ 2), we need to repeat the same process for each dimension d and obtain its common region
size, say |zd|.
Corollary 3. The common region size in higher dimensions is the product of common region sizes in each
dimension:
|Z| =
d∏
|Zd|
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3.4 Algorithms
In order to evaluate the performance of the different methods, we implemented the Naive algorithm, a
modified version of the SweepLine algorithm that is able to accommodate the various problems of interest,
and our proposed SLIG algorithm. The Naive algorithm simply consists of nested loops where each object
is compared with each other and, if the two are intersecting, the latter is compared with every previous
object that intersects the first one. For the SweepLine and SLIG, the implementation follows the methods
outlined in Section 3.3, and the details are provided in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2, respectively. In all cases, the
intersects() function is a simple geometric comparison in all dimensions.
Algorithm 1: SweepLine
Input: Set S of regions
Output: Set O of intersecting sets of regions, grouped by intersection cardinality k in the form
O = {k2 : [{s1, s2}, . . .], k3 : [{s1, s2, s3}, . . .], . . .}
Points ← sort(x0, x1 ∀ si, d← 1)
O ← [ ], k ← 2
LastIntersects ← [ [region] ∀ region in S ]
while O[k-1] not empty do
Intersects ← GetKIntersects(k, LastIntersects)
O[k] ← Intersects
LastIntersects ← Intersects
k ← k + 1
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Procedure GetKIntersects(k, LastIntersects)
Actives ← [], Intersects ← {}
for point in Points do
if point.type = start then
Intersects[point.region] ← []
for activeIntersect in Actives do
if activeIntersect.intersects(point.region) then
intersection ← activeIntersect
intersection.append(point.region)
Intersects[point.region].append(intersection)
for intersection in LastIntersects[point.regions] do
Actives.append(intersection)
else
for intersection in LastIntersects[point.regions] do
Actives.remove(intersection)
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Algorithm 2: SLIG
Input: Set S of regions
Output: Set O of intersecting sets of regions, grouped by intersection cardinality k in the form
O = {k2 : [{S1, S2}, . . .], k3 : [{S1, S2, S3}, . . .], . . .}
Points ← sort(x0, x1 ∀ si, d← 1)
O ← [ ]
GetIntersectionGraph(S)
GenerateKCliques(CliqueList,Graph)
for clique in CliqueList do
k ← len(clique)
for i in [2,k-1] do
O[i].append(all combinations(clique, i))
Procedure GetIntersectionGraph(S)
Actives ← [], Graph ← []
for point in Points do
if point.type = start then
for activeRegion in Actives do
if activeRegion.intersects(point.region) then
Graph.addEdge(activeRegion, point.region)
activeRegion.append(point.region)
else
activeRegion.remove(point.region)
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3.5 Experiments
In this Section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of our proposed method SLIG against Sweep-
line. As we described Sweep-line serves as a sensible state-of-the-art method for addressing the problem
of interest. On the other hand, the Naive method is not sophisticated enough and it performs at a level
that is considerably inadequate for the problems, so we don’t consider it in the experimental evaluation and
omit any related discussion.
Before presenting the results, we provide details of the computational environment and the data sets em-
ployed.
Environment: All experiments are conducted on a PC with 8x Intel(R) CoreTM i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60GHz
and 64GB memory using Python 3.7. For each algorithm or parameter effect evaluation, we execute the
algorithm ten (10) independent times and report the average execution time or other results.
Data: In order to evaluate the behavior of the algorithms under certain conditions, we had to resort to
synthetic data. Towards this end, a data generator was implemented that allows to generate data sets
of specific characteristics by making fine adjustments to a controlled number of parameters. We use d to
control the number of dimensions. Then, we define a d-dimensional space where each dimension has size T ,
effectively ranging in [0, T ]; unless otherwise noted T = 1000. Within a d-dimensional space, we uniformly
generate n d-dimensional regions at random. The size of each dimension of a region is randomly selected
from the uniform range t : [0, tmax], where tmax = r · T and r ∈ [0, 1] represents a ratio of the total length
T . For example, if r = 0.01 and T = 1000, then the size for each dimension of a region would be bound
by 0 ≤ t ≤ 10. Therefore, the configurable parameters of the data generator are number of dimensions
d, number of objects n and ratio r. For experimental evaluation purposes, various datasets were created,
ranging from 101 to 105 regions and resulting in 102 to 108 intersections.
Figure 3.3 provides illustrative examples of two small sample data sets of regions in 1-D and 2-D. The
parameters used are {d = 1, n = 100, T = 1000, r = 0.01} for the 1-D and {d = 2, n = 500, T = 1000, r =
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0.01} for the 2-D, respectively. Moreover, we present the region intersection graphs (RIGs) that our SLIG
method constructs to assist in addressing the problems of interest. The images are provided in color to help
distinguish the different clusters of intersecting regions.
Experiments: We aim to evaluate the following aspects:
• Effect of Parameters n and r on RIG How does the number of regions n and the size of regions
(as defined by the ratio r) affect the properties of the region intersection graph (RIG)? In particular,
what is the size (number of edges) and overall level of clustering (as measured by the average clustering
coefficient) of the RIG obtained, in different dimensions?
• SLIG Comparative Performance How does our proposed SLIG method compare to the Sweep-
line method for the MultipleIntersect problem?
• Effect of RIG Topology on SLIG How does the structure of the RIG influence the performance of
SLIG?
• SLIG Query Performance How does SLIG perform when utilized to answer SingleRegionQuery
and MultiRegionQuery?
• SLIG Flexibility SLIG has a number of real-world applications in various domains, as explained in
the Chapter 1. To demonstrate the easiness of adapting our method to new datasets and scenarios, we
apply SLIG to a real-world dataset, not typically discussed in the context of intersections.
3.5.1 Effect of Parameters n and r on RIG
The region intersection graph RIG constructed by our method SLIG depends on the number of regions that
are intersecting in the data set. In principle, the number of intersections depend on two parameters: the
number of the regions n in the data set and the size of these regions, as determined by the ratio r. Therefore,
in this experiment we aim to examine the effect of these parameters to the properties of RIG. For the first
set of experiments, we set the ratio to be r = 0.01 and vary the number of regions n. The results can be
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seen in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b. For the second set of experiments, we fix n = 1000 and vary the values of
the ratio r. The results can be seen in Figures 3.4c and 3.4d. In all instances, since the generated regions
are generated uniformly at random with a region size t : 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax in each dimension, the average region
size in each dimension corresponds to tmax2 . As can be seen in these figures, the size of the RIG increases
linearly with both n and r (O(n · r)). That is to be expected, as in both cases the probability of any two
regions intersecting is increasing with the relative size of the region in the d-dimensional space. On the
other hand, the average clustering coefficient’s value remains low until a critical point is reached where the
RIG is no longer sparse. After that, the coefficient’s value increases logarithmically, until the graph becomes
very dense, where eventually it plateaus out. This happens because, while the RIG is sparse, the number of
its edges is relatively small compared to the total number of edges possible (i.e., the likelihood of triangles
forming is low). However, as the number of edges in the RIG increases faster than the total number of
edges possible, more and more triangles form. Eventually, the graph becomes saturated when the average
clustering coefficient approaches a value of 0.8. Similar trends are demonstrated for all dimensions reported
d = {1, 2, 3}. However, the higher the dimension, the more sparse the RIG would be. This is because regions
need to intersect in all dimensions simultaneously to be actually intersecting and with more dimensions
considered, the probability of any two regions intersecting decreases.
3.5.2 SLIG Comparative Performance
We evaluated the time performance of SLIG against the Sweep-line method, as a function of the number
of regions n in the dataset. Based on the parameter sensitivity experiments presented earlier, we set the
parameter values as follows: d = 2, r = 0.01. These values provide a balance between generating a sufficiently
large number of intersections, but at the same time avoiding degenerate cases where most regions overlap
with each other. Figure 3.5a presents the results for the MultipleIntersect problem. It is apparent from
the results that our SLIG algorithm is multiple orders of time faster than Sweep-line. Note that the
Sweep-line algorithm would require an estimated one day to process the 5 · 104 regions and an estimated
eleven days for processing 105 regions, therefore the exact elapsed time is not reported (estimated times
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reported using dashed lines).
3.5.3 Effect of RIG Topology on SLIG
We have already established that the parameters n and r will have an important effect to the characteristics
of the RIG, since they effectively control the number of intersections. However, it is also well known that
networks of the same number of nodes and edges can exhibit different network topology, as demonstrated
by different overall average clustering coefficients. For the RIG specifically, different network topologies
effectively correspond to different distributions of the regions in the original space. This observation is
essential to the MultipleIntersect problem, since the number of cliques to be enumerated is directly
related to a network’s average clustering coefficient. In order to evaluate the impact of the network topology,
we designed experiments with networks generated by using the Watts—Strogatz small-world model [62].
This model employs a re-wiring probability p ∈ [0, 1] that can control the overall clustering of the network of
specific number of nodes and edges. Small values of p will result in networks with high clustering coefficient
and high values of p will result in networks with low clustering coefficient, respectively. Figure 3.5b reports
on the time performance of SLIG in networks of different size (each network has the same number of nodes
n = 105, but different number of edges [105, 2x105, 5x105, 106, 2x106, 5x106, 107]) and for varying values of
re-wiring probability p = {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}. For each network, it can be seen that as the value of p decreases
(i.e., higher clustering), the algorithm requires significantly more time to process the regions, since more
cliques (of greater size) are present in the graph. For the most extreme values of p = 0.1 and 107 edges,
large sections of the graph become fully connected, resulting in exponentially many cliques, which led to the
available memory being exceeded.
3.5.4 SLIG Query Performance
We evaluated the time performance of SLIG when performing MultiRegionQuery and SingleRegion-
Query. For the needs of the MultiRegionQuery problem we set the number of query regions to be
|Q| = 0.1 ·n (i.e., it always represents 10% of the total number of regions in the dataset n). This guarantees
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that the evaluation covers queries with various requirements regarding the volume of the returned results.
The time performance of those queries can be seen in Figure 3.5c, where it is apparent that MultiRe-
gionQuery executes much slower, although both are completed in < 1 second, even in the case of 105
regions.
3.5.5 Real-world experiment
To evaluate the SLIG algorithm’s performance and demonstrate its usability, we applied it to real-world
historical climate data coming from three different sources: WorldClim.org, ECMRWF2 and NWS3. The
data represents aggregated seasonal values over the period of 1980-1990 and are grid-based — data values
correspond to cells on a global coordinate grid. We consider these cells as the input 2-D regions of our
problem. Note however that each service is using a different coordinate system (10 arc-min, 45 arc-min and
HRAP, respectively), thus the cells/regions do not match. In reality, these regions would represent separate
sets of overlapping rectangles. Now, we would like to use these data to identify areas that have been through
different types of extreme weather conditions in that decade. According to the NYC Emergency Services,
extreme weather conditions for California, US can be of the following types:
• hot: Extreme heat, season mean temperature > 30° C
• cold: Freezing cold, season mean temperature < 0° C
• rain: Extreme rain, season total precipitation > 400mm
• drought: Drought, season total precipitation < 50mm
• wind: Extreme wind, season mean speed > 3.6km/h
So, we filter out any regions that never experienced any extreme weather and keep only the regions that
satisfy at least one of these types. That way, we obtained 5 sets of regions, one set per type. Each region
2https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-moda/levtype=sfc/
3https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/swdi
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represents the geographic area where an extreme weather condition occurred. The areas where these regions
overlap correspond to the areas we are looking for (areas that had several different types of extreme weather).
For example, regions corresponding to hot, wind and rain overlap (k = 3), have been through at least one
heatwave season, one extreme wind season and one extreme rain season. A visualization of these regions
can be seen in Figure 3.5. SLIG can rapidly identify these areas, and also report other interesting findings
as can be seen in Table 3.3. For example, the 4 overlapping areas that had experienced 4 different types of
extreme weather conditions in that decade correspond to Reno, Nevada.
Table 3.3: Extreme weather region overlaps
Property Value
#intersections, k = 2 5841
#intersections, k = 3 2658
#intersections, k = 4 4
most frequent combination cold & drought (2338#)
highest total overlap drought & wind (352, 304km2)
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(a) Sample 1-D regions (b) RIG of the regions in (a)
(c) Sample 2-D regions (d) RIG of the regions in (c)
Figure 3.3: Sample 1-D and 2-D regions created by our synthetic data generator (left). The resulting region
intersection graphs (RIG) of the sample regions are also shown (right).
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(a) #edges × #regions (b) Avg cl. coeff. × #regions
(c) #edges × region size (d) Avg cl. coeff. × region size
Figure 3.4: Effect of the number of regions and region size on the region intersection graph (RIG) size
(number of edges) and overall level of clustering (average clustering coefficient), for different dimensions.
(a) SLIG vs. Sweep-line (b) RIG Topology Effect (c) SLIG Query Performance
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Figure 3.5: Overlapping areas of extreme weather in CA, US
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4 Mining of Node Importance in Trajectory Networks
4.1 Motivation
Advances in location acquisition and tracking devices have given rise to the generation of enormous trajectory
data consisting of spatial and temporal information of moving objects, such as persons, vehicles or animals
[64]. Mining trajectory data to find interesting patterns is of increased research interest due to a broad
range of useful applications, including analysis of transportation systems, location-based services, and crowd
behavior analysis [53, 27, 56, 65]. Concepts from the fields of trajectory data mining and graph theory can
be combined and, with the help of the object intersection problem and the sweep-line algorithm, can be used
in mining the importance of moving objects, represented as nodes in a network.
4.1.1 Trajectory Mining
Mining trajectory data to find interesting patterns is of increased research interest due to a broad range of
useful applications, including analysis of transportation systems, location-based services, and crowd behavior
analysis [53, 27, 56, 65].
As multiple objects are continuously moving in an area they can be found in close proximity (spatial
distance) to each other, forming contacts. A contact between two objects can be seen as an event that
lasts for as much as their spatial distance remains consistently smaller than a specified proximity threshold.
Therefore, any event has a duration, simply defined as the amount of time that passes from the beginning
of the contact until it ends. Note that any two objects might encounter each other multiple times, leading
to the same contact occurring multiple times. So, while each event is unique, multiple events might refer to
the same contact of two objects, occurring at different times.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 1 (c) t = 2 (d) t = 3
Figure 4.1: Example evolution of the system over discrete times. As objects move over trajectories they form
contacts with other objects they are in close proximity to. The collection of contacts at time t represents a
proximity network; over a period of time [0, T ] it represents a temporal network, or trajectory network.
4.1.2 Proximity and Trajectory Networks
At any point in time t, we can consider a proximity network, defined as a graph with nodes representing
objects and edges representing contacts that are currently active, i.e. the objects are currently in close
proximity. The proximity network satisfies particular distance requirements and its topology depends on
the proximity threshold employed. Given a proximity threshold, the trajectories of the moving objects
continuously form new contacts, while other contacts are dissolved, leading to a collection of proximity
networks. These networks can be understood as a dynamic network the topology of which is changing over
time, a temporal network. We refer to this temporal network defined by the trajectories of moving objects
over time as a trajectory network.
4.1.3 Node Importance
The concept of node importance has been rigorously studied in the case of static graphs, due to its numerous
applications. These include measuring the influence of individuals in a social network, understanding the
role of infrastructure nodes in transportation networks, urban networks, the Internet, or assimilating the
role of a given node in spreading a contagious disease, to name a few.
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Most of the metrics employed to characterize the importance of a node in a static graph depend on the
number of direct connections that this node has to other nodes in the graph (i.e., the node degree). In
the case of a trajectory network, these connections are evolving over time, therefore the definition of node
importance needs to be redefined. For example, the number of unique connections or the average number
of connections over time might be of interest. In addition, while existence (or not) of a node’s connections
remains important, the temporal dimension adds more quantities of interest that need to be examined,
including metrics of frequency and duration of these connections. These metrics can be equally important
in understanding a node’s role in the network and being able to evaluate them allows for an overall more
comprehensive analysis.
While the temporal dimension adds richness to the analysis, it also adds to the complexity of the graph
representation and demands for efficient methods for evaluating the metrics of interest. The naive approach
to the problem requires to evaluate the various node importance metrics over a number of proximity graphs
(assuming observation time is discretized), using traditional static graph algorithms and then aggregating
quantities in a meaningful way. This is in addition to applying expensive trajectory similarity methods over
multiple points to construct the proximity network at each point in time. There are also streaming versions
of algorithms that focus on efficient computation of single network metrics over time. In contrast to these
approaches, we devise a novel method that is able to simultaneously evaluate a number of network metrics
of interest for all moving objects (i.e., all trajectories), over time. Our proposed method is based on two
phases. First, it efficiently computes contacts of moving objects over a period of time and represents them
as a set of time intervals. Then, the sweep-line algorithm we presented in Chapter 2 is used to evaluate
the metrics of interest, all at once, by efficiently processing the sets of time intervals of contacts. In the
cases we present, moving objects have either constant velocities or follow random trajectories while other
parameters that can dramatically affect the results and the algorithms’ performance are considered, such as
the proximity threshold τ . Furthermore, our method is utilized to evaluate the membership of an object to
interesting network motifs, allowing for a more comprehensive clustering analysis of objects over time.
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4.2 Related Work
To better understand the intuitions behind more advanced concepts utilized in this project, a review of core
literature is pertinent. We have already outlined the details of the interval intersection problem and the
sweep-line algorithm. Apart from those, our work is related to trajectory data mining, dynamic and temporal
networks. Here we present a more comprehensive view of existing work on these topics.
4.2.1 Trajectory Data Mining
Trajectory problems have been extensively studied in the data mining area. Of particular interest are
problems related to similarity in trajectory data [36, 58] and trajectory clustering [38]. While there is research
on the behavior and trajectories of moving objects [21], we wish to focus on the interactions between them,
and specifically the way objects come in close proximity to each other and the groups they form. This is
roughly similar to the concept of contact networks commonly studied in epidemiology and infection spreading,
although it’s not strictly related to spatial proximity [52].
4.2.2 Spatial Networks
The notion of objects distributed in space and interacting with each other has been heavily explored in
graph theory. Graph theory concepts such as proximity graphs [26] and geometric intersection graphs [24]
are characteristic examples of this. Specifically, several variations of proximity graphs have been developed
over time to better fit different problems. For instance, relative neighbor graphs [59] and Gabriel graphs [26]
connect nearest neighbors if no other vertexes are nearby, while Delaunay triangulations [19] maximize the
minimum angles of all triangles formed. These, however, mostly deal with static data, while our goal is to
examine cases of proximity graphs where all objects/nodes are moving and their relationships are evolving
over time.
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4.2.3 Temporal Networks
There has also been significant research on networks that are evolving over time, or temporal networks. The
nature of these systems introduces a number of issues and obstacles, which make it necessary to adapt for
the problem basic graph theory concepts and algorithms such as shortest paths [63], motifs [35] and other
metrics [44]. Furthermore, with the addition of temporal information, several concepts can be extended
to take advantage of the additional data. Examples of this are the temporal node centrality [34] and
the network reachability [30] metrics. As part of this project we wish to develop techniques that provide
accurate values for these metrics in a fast and accurate way for all nodes, with detailed results over time,
then apply these for the analysis of trajectory temporal networks. We intend to make use of the node
degree and reachability or connectedness metrics, as well as examine the participation of every node in
triangles over time. Earlier research on this topic, including network temporal motifs, focused mostly on
faster approximations for streaming graphs [13, 6, 60]. An accurate triangle counting algorithm without
approximation exists [46], but merely counts all triangles rather than enumerating them.
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Table 4.1: Summary of Notations
Notation Description
[0, T ] Observation time interval
N A set of moving objects
Pi Trajectory of an object i
(x, y, t) Coordinates of an object at time t
τ Proximity threshold
du,v Spatial distance of u and v
cu,v Contact of u and v
eu,v Event about a contact between u and v
∆t Duration of an event
G[0,T ](V,E) Trajectory network of V nodes and E edges
Vt Set of nodes at time t
Et Set of edges at time t
Gt(Vt, Et) Proximity network at time t
4.3 Definitions and Preliminaries
Consider a set of objects N = {1, 2, . . . , N} moving in the Euclidean plane R2 for a finite observation time
interval [0, T ], forming trajectories Pi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. As the objects are continuously moving, they can
at times encounter each other, forming contacts.
Definition 1. (Contact) A contact c between two moving objects u, v ∈ N occurs when the physical prox-
imity (spatial distance) du,v of the two objects is smaller than or equal to a threshold τ (du,v ≤ τ). A contact
is represented as a pair of nodes cu,v = (u, v).
Several approaches can be used to estimate the spatial distance of two points in Euclidean plane. In this
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work, we employ its simplest form, the Euclidean distance, given by:
du,v =
√
(xu − xv)2 + (yu − yv)2
where (xu, yu) and (xv, yv) are the spatial coordinates of objects u and v at a time t, where 0 ≤ t ≤ T
respectively.
As mentioned earlier, a contact is considered active for as much as the spatial distance between the two
objects u and v remains consistently smaller than a proximity threshold τ . To better describe this concept,
we introduce the concept of an event.
Definition 2. (Event) An event e occurs when two moving objects u, v ∈ N form a contact cu,v and is
represented by a pair eu,v = (cu,v, [ts, te]), where cu,v = (u, v) and [ts, te] is a time interval between the time
at which the contact became active ts and the time that the contact dissolved te. We also refer to the times
ts and te as endpoints of an event, the one representing the starting point and the other the ending point
of the event e. Endpoints are critical for our proposed methods. For simplicity, we sometimes represent an
event as a quadruple eu,v = (u, v, ts, te). An event has also a duration ∆t = te − ts.
Note that, in our setting, we do not preclude the case that two objects contact each other multiple times
over the observation time interval [0, T ]. In this case, a contact between two moving objects u and v is
represented by a sequence of events Eu,v = {e1u,v, . . . , enu,v} or Eu,v = {(cu,v, [t1s, t1e]), . . . , (cu,v, [tns , tne ])}, and
the respective durations of the events as a set E∆tu,v = {∆t1, . . . ,∆tn}.
In this work, we employ a universal proximity threshold τ , so the contacts will always be reciprocal,
meaning that (cu,v, [ts, te]) is equivalent to (cv,u, [ts, te]). While we can assume that the reciprocity property
is valid in many applications (e.g., vehicle-to-vehicle proximity, human-to-human proximity, to name a few),
there are interesting cases and applications where the reciprocity property might not always be satisfied.
For example, if proximity is defined as the ability of a node to perceive another object, then we can assume
that nodes u and v might have a different degree of that skill, and therefore (cu,v, [ts, te]) is not necessarily
equal to the (cv,u, [ts, te]). These cases are out of the scope of this work.
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4.3.1 Trajectory Networks
Monitoring the physical proximity of moving objects, can be represented as a trajectory network. Formally,
a trajectory network G[0,T ] defined in an observation time interval [0, T ] consists of a set of vertices V[0,T ]
and a set of edges E[0,T ]. It is easy to see that V[0,T ] represents all moving objects N and E[0,T ] represents
all the events that occurred in [0, T ].
A trajectory network is inherently dynamic and can also be thought of as a temporal network, also referred
to as a time-varying network. Most characterizations of temporal networks discretize time by converting
temporal information into a sequence of n network “snapshots”. We use w to denote the time duration of
each snapshot (time window size), where w = T/n, expressed in some time unit (e.g., seconds, minutes,
hours, etc.). For simplicity we assume that w = 1. In other words, a temporal network can be represented as
a series of static graphs G1, G2, . . ., Gn. The notation Gt(Vt, Et), ∀t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} represents the temporal
network snapshot at time t, where Vt, Et are the sets of vertices and edges at time t, respectively. It is easy
to see that Gt(Vt, Et) represents a proximity network at time t, where Vt represents moving objects and Et
represents all active contacts at time t.
4.3.2 Edge Stream Representation of a Trajectory Network
A trajectory network G[0,T ] can be represented as an edge stream —a sequence of all events e ∈ E[0,T ]
ordered by their starting time ts. For example, if E[0,T ] has the following events: {(u1, u5, 3, 7), (u2, u7, 2, 4),
(u1, u2, 5, 7)}, then the edge stream appears as follows: {(u2, u7, 2, 4), (u1, u5, 3, 7), (u1, u2, 5, 7)}. If two
events start at the same time, their ordering is considered arbitrary. Our algorithms assume that the edges
are given in chronological order; if not, they can be sorted in O(mlogm) time, where m = |E[0,T ]|. The
edge stream is a natural way to represent a trajectory network, e.g. representing walking individuals over
time, vehicles moving in city over time, and more. The edge stream of G can be modeled as a set of n
continuous line segments (i.e, event time intervals) with freely defined starting and ending points placed
along an horizontal axis representing time (see Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: A set of continuous line segments representing time intervals can be used to model the events
that occur in a trajectory network.
4.3.3 Node Importance in Trajectory Networks
In this paragraph, we define metrics that relate to the temporal importance of nodes. Note that we abstain
from the term node centrality to refer to node importance that is common in static network analysis. This
is because measures of node centrality in the traditional setting of a static network are commonly based
on shortest paths (e.g., betweenness centrality [43, 11]), but shortest paths in temporal networks take a
different character [33]. For example, in [63], the authors define minimum temporal paths to capture the
different characterizations of time-constraint shortest paths including cases of earliest-arrival paths, latest-
departure paths, or fastest paths. It is possible to evaluate a notion of temporal betweenness [34], but in our
setting, we focus on more versatile notions of importance that are critical in the context of trajectories and
network-based trajectory analysis. That includes metrics that relate to the trajectory node degree, trajectory
node connectedness, and trajectory node triangle membership, as described below. In addition, we describe
global metrics that offer insights into the state of the observed system of trajectories, over the observation
time period [0, T ], including descriptive analysis of the number of events per time and space and network
community profiling analysis.
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Definition 3. (Trajectory Node Degree) We generalize the concept of a node importance to that of node
profiling in trajectory networks. For a moving object u ∈ N , we assume that the object might appear and
disappear during the n time units of the observation time interval [0, T ]. We represent the γ sequences of
the continuous periods of presence as: Γu = {[t1a, t1ω], . . . , [tγa, tγω]}. Each appearance i of an object u spans
|Γiu| = (tiω − tia + 1) time units, and the total number of observation time units Tu of an object u will be
Tu =
∑γ
i=1 |Γiu|, where Tu ≤ n. Then, we define the following metrics:
• Cu: a set of all the contacts of u during the observation time interval [0, T ].
• degMaxu : the maximum number of concurrent contacts at some time t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
• degMinu : the minimum number of concurrent contacts at some time t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
• degAvgu =
∑|Γu|
1
∑|Γiu|
i=1 deg
t
u
Tu
: the normalized mean temporal node degree, where degtu is the degree of u at
time t and t ∈ [tia, tiω], i = {1, . . . , γ}.
• Ddegu(k): the time series that represents the fraction of the time [0, Tu] that u has node degree k.
In a static undirected graph, a node v is reachable from a node u if there is a sequence of adjacent
nodes (i.e., a path) starting at u and ending at v. In addition, a connected component is a subgraph of an
undirected graph in which any two nodes are reachable to each other. Node reachability and connectedness
are important since they allow to characterize the topology of a network and to investigate the dynamics of
processes occurring in it. In the case of a trajectory network G[0,T ], node adjacency is a function of time t
and a proximity threshold τ , therefore the concepts of reachability and connectedness need to be redefined.
Definition 4. (Trajectory Node Connectedness) Two nodes u and v are reachable at time t if there is a
sequence of adjacent nodes connecting them in the proximity network at time t. Similarly, a connected
component cc is a subgraph of the proximity network at time t in which any two nodes are reachable to each
other. We also define as node connectedness cctu of u the connected component containing u at time t. Then,
we can define the following metrics:
• CCu: a set of all the connected components that contained u during the observation time interval [0,T].
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• DCCu(k): a time series of the size of connected components that represents the fraction of the time
[0, Tu] that u is a member of components of size k.
In a static undirected network, the clustering coefficient of a node u is a fundamental measure that
quantifies how close its neighbours are to being a fully connected clique. To compute it, all that is needed
is to count the number of triangles that include the particular node u in the network, where a triangle is a
set of three nodes u, v, w such that (u, v), (v, w), (u,w) are edges in the graph. In the case of a trajectory
network G[0,T ], the number of triangles incident on a particular node u is a function of time t and a proximity
threshold τ , therefore the concept of a triangle and membership in a triangle needs to be redefined. Duration
of membership to each triangle is also imported.
Definition 5. (Trajectory Node Triangle Membership) A node u is a member of a triangle {u, v, w} at time
t if there are nodes u, v, w ∈ Vt, such that (u, v), (v, w), (u,w) ∈ Et in the proximity network Gt. Then, we
can define the following metrics:
• λG[0,T ]u : the number of triangles during the observation time interval [0, T ] that v is a member of.
• Dλu(k): a time series that represents the fraction of the time [0, T ] that u is a member of k triangles.
It is easy to see that a number of global trajectory network analytics are possible in a post-processing
phase. For instance, it is possible to perform an enumeration of all the connected components, along
with the time duration of each, during the observation time interval [0, T ] leading to a complete network
community profiling [40] analysis for the trajectory network. We provide some example analysis of this in
the experimental evaluation section.
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4.3.4 The Problem
In this work, we are interested in mining the network importance of moving objects in trajectory networks.
In the previous section, we have explained how the semantics of network importance had to be redefined to
consider the spatio-temporal notion of node degree, node connectedness and node membership in triangles.
We collectively refer to the problem of interest as the Moving Object Network Profiling problem, or simply
MONetPro, and we formally define it as follows:
Problem 1. (MONetPro) Given the trajectories Pi, i ∈ [1, . . . , N ] of N moving objects, an observation
time interval [0, T ] and a proximity threshold τ that defines a non-negligible contact between two objects,
compute the metrics that define:
(i.) the trajectory node degree of each object.
(i.) the trajectory node connectedness of each object.
(i.) the trajectory node triangle membership of each object.
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4.4 Methodology
The following sections depict the process by which the proposed method is implemented and test. The
research problem is outlined, followed by the processes used for constructing a trajectory network. Finally,
we present methods that, given a trajectory network, address the subproblems of Problem 1.
4.4.1 Construction of the Trajectory Network
Given a set of trajectories of moving objects, the first task is to construct the trajectory network. The result
of this process is an edge stream representation of a trajectory network — a sequence of all events e ∈ E[0,T ].
Typically, the construction of the trajectory network requires considerable time. This time depends on the
type of motion of the objects that is expected/allowed. Below we cover the case of random trajectories and
the case of trajectories of constant velocities. Both have interesting real-world applications.
Random Trajectories: In the general case, a trajectory is a random walk in the Euclidean space. In that
case, in order to construct the trajectory network G[0,T ](N,E) (without assuming any advanced approxima-
tion method) we need to compute the distances between all pairs of objects (u, v) ∈ Vt× Vt that are present
at time t. If the distance is less than or equal to the proximity threshold τ , then an edge is added to the
trajectory network that connects the two nodes at that time. The process is continued for subsequent times,
eventually finding all events e ∈ E[0,T ]. The computation cost of this process for the entire observation time
[0, T] is O(T · |Vt|2).
Trajectories of Constant Velocity: In many applications, we can assume that objects are moving
with constant velocity (i.e., constant speed and direction), forming trajectories that can be represented as
straight lines in the Euclidean space. In that special case, the position of the objects as a function of time
can be described using a linear equation. This case is interesting because we can resort to an algebraic way of
determining whether and when an edge between two moving objects exists. In practice, we need to determine
the switching times when the distance of each pair of objects is smaller or larger than the proximity threshold
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τ , without the need to compute their distance again and again for each time unit. Formally,the position of
an object i moving with constant velocity, as a function of time t ∈ [0, T ] can be described by the following
two equations:
px,i(t) = sx,i · t+ x0,i
py,i(t) = sy,i · t+ y0,i
where sx,i is the speed of object i and x0,i is its initial position in the x axis. Similarly, sy,i is the speed of
object i and y0,i is its initial position in the y axis. Then, we can express the distance between two points a
and b as a function of time, as:
da,b(t) =
√
(px,a(t)− px,b(t))2 + (py,a(t)− py,b(t))2
where da,b(t), is the distance of points a and b over time. Now, the solutions (if any) of this quadratic
polynomial for da,b(t) = τ are the times when a contact is formed or dissolved. This process requires a single
distance calculation between any pair of objects (u, v) ∈ V × V , so the required time is O(|V |2).
4.4.2 Methods for Moving Object Network Profiling
Given a representation of all events over time that define t proximity networks Gt, t ∈ [0, T ], we need to
compute the metrics of interest that define the subproblems of Problem 1. Towards this end, we present
three approaches: a naive approach of applying standard graph algorithms on every proximity network Gt, a
streaming approach of computing metrics over a stream of edges, and our proposed method that its key idea
is based on applying a Sweep Line Over Trajectories (SLOT). A sweep line algorithm [55] is an algorithmic
paradigm that uses a conceptual sweep line to solve various problems in Euclidean space — it is one of the
key techniques in computational geometry.
Naive Approach: The naive way to address the problem is to first construct a set of all the proximity
networks Gt(Vt, Et) for each time unit t ∈ [0, T ]. Then, visit each Gt independently and compute the metrics
of interest for each node u ∈ Vt by applying standard graph algorithms on static graphs. Once all networks
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have been examined, a post-processing step is required that would collect and aggregate the independent
results in order to compose the final results. The post-processing phase could be dropped if the Gt networks
are examined in a temporal order. In that case, it is possible to update the metrics of interest on-the-fly
(progressively) as they are computed in subsequent proximity networks. But, the naive approach has serious
drawbacks. First, it will be very inefficient, because each proximity network still needs to be constructed for
every time t. Then, the standard algorithms need to be run for T time units, so computations would grow
linearly to the size of the observation period [0, T ]. Given a trajectory network G[0,T ]=(V,E), the worst-case
computational complexity of the different subproblems is as follows:
• Trajectory Node Degree: O(T · (|Vt|+ |Et|)). Every vertex and every edge of each proximity network
Gt need to be explored in the worst case, for t ∈ [0, T ].
• Trajectory Node Connectedness: O(T ·(|Vt|+|Et|)). The connected components of a proximity network
Gt can be found by applying a breadth-first or depth-first search algorithm, which are known to have
a computational complexity of O(|Vt| + |Et|) in worst case [17]. They need to be applied for every
t ∈ [0, T ].
• Trajectory Node Triangle Membership: O(T · (|Vt|3)). The trivial approach of counting the number of
triangles in a proximity network Gt is to check for every triple (u, v, z) ∈
(|Vt|
3
)
if nodes u, v, z form a
triangle. This procedure has a worst-case complexity of O(|Vt|3). Faster algorithms are also known for
finding and counting triangles that rely on fast matrix product and have a computational complexity
of O(|Vt|ω), where ω < 2.376 [37, 2]. They need to be applied for every t ∈ [0, T ].
Streaming Approach: Since a trajectory network can be represented as an edge stream, an alternative
approach to evaluating the metrics of interest is to consider streaming versions of the graph algorithms. The
main idea is that at each time t ∈ [0, T ] some of the metrics of interest are computed and this information
is carried over to subsequent time units. As a result, unnecessary computations are dropped. The main
drawback of the streaming approach is that computations still have to take place at every t. Streaming
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algorithms would have a similar worst case computational complexity to static algorithms examined in the
naive approach. It is easy to see that if one considers the case where all vertices and edges are becoming
available in a single time t. As we show in Section 4.6, in practice, the streaming algorithm would always
outperform the naive approach, since it only needs to account for the updates that occur among subsequent
times, but its cost would still be dominated by the requirement to run for each t ∈ [0, T ]. In Section 4.6
we only experiment with streaming versions for computing the trajectory node degree related metrics, but
skip streaming algorithms for more advanced metrics that are not readily available. These are adequate to
demonstrate the relative performance of streaming versions to the naive method and our proposed methods.
Sweep Line Over Trajectories (SLOT): We can further improve the performance of the streaming
algorithms by avoiding a large number of unnecessary computations. The key idea of our proposed method
is that even if an event eu,v = (u, v, ts, te) has a duration of ∆t = te − ts time units, the metrics of interest
for each node need only be updated at the endpoints ts and te of each event eu,v. Recall that the endpoints
define when an edge in the network (i.e., a contact) is created or dissolved. When the time intervals (i.e.,
durations) of multiple events that involve the same node u are overlapping (it is easy to imagine such cases
in the example of Fig. 4.2), then we need to consider these events simultaneously and inform the correct
update of the related metrics.
Processing events only at the endpoints (instead of all the time units) has the premise of improving the
computational performance of the method by orders of time. However, there is a challenge. In many of
our metrics, the duration of the overlapping time of events is increasingly important. In the cases of the
streaming approach and the naive approach, where all units are examined, we had to simply increment the
duration values by one (1) time unit, when needed. Now that endpoints are examined in arbitrary times,
computing the duration of overlapping times (without examining all time units) is challenging.
To address this problem, we adopt the sweep line approach. Using the techniques mentioned in Chapter
2, we execute the state-of-the-art sweep-line algorithm to identify pairs of intersections and multiple simul-
taneous intersections of intervals, or in this case events. We already showed that we can represent the edge
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Table 4.2: Summary of Time Complexities
Naive Streaming SLOT
i O(T · (|Vt|+ |Et|)) O(T · (|Vt|+ |Et|)) O(|E|)
ii O(T · (|Vt|+ |Et|)) O(T · (|Vt|+ |Et|)) O(|E|)
iii O(T · (|Vt|3)) O(T · (|Vt|3)) O(|E|)
streams as intervals in Section 4.3, now all that is necessary is to calculate our metrics of interest by using
the sweep-line algorithm. Given a trajectory network G[0,T ]=(V,E), the number of events is the same as the
number of edges E, thus the number of event endpoints will be TL = 2|E|. It is sensible to assume that
the maximum node degree of our network is much less than the total number of edges (max(degu) |E|).
Therefore, the worst-case computational complexity for all three trajectory node metrics is O(|E|).
Our algorithms assume that the edges are given in chronological order; if not, they can be sorted in
O(|E| · log|E|) time.
Table 4.2 provides a summary of all the time complexities of different methods for each subproblem
of Problem 1. We provide implementation details of the algorithms that compute the various metrics in
Chapter 4.5 and demonstrate the efficiency of the method in Chapter 4.6.
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4.5 Algorithms
The SLOT algorithm receives a set of all endpoints ts and te of all events eu,v and computes the relevant
metrics for all nodes u ∈ V , in a single pass. The algorithm has two parts. In the first part, all variables
are initialized using InitializeMetrics. In the second part, event endpoints are iteratively processed to
compute metrics of interest. For each metric, a separate metric procedure is invoked. Details of the metric
procedures are provided in the next paragraphs. There is also an auxiliary procedure, StoreNodeMetric,
which is used by all metric procedures of the algorithm. This procedure computes the elapsed time between
the last and current endpoint for a particular node and incrementally updates metric and duration values.
4.5.1 Trajectory Node Degree
For the computation of the trajectory node degree, we provide the procedure CalculateDegree. As endpoints
are processed, we monitor the current node degrees and increment or decrement them according to whether
an edge attached to a node is added or removed. A time series of the node degree values of each node is
stored and returned at the end.
4.5.2 Trajectory Node Connectedness
For the computation of the trajectory node connectedness, we provide the CalculateConnectedNess proce-
dure. As endpoints are processed, we monitor the currently available components in the network, information
about the component each node participates in, and its size. When a new edge is added, there are two pos-
sible outcomes: either the two nodes attached to the new edge are already members of the same component
(no need to update), or they are members of two different components that now need to be merged into one.
In either case, the current connectedness values of all nodes participating in any of the affected components
are updated. When an edge is removed, we must perform a search to check if this has caused a discon-
nection, or the component remains connected. We perform a breadth-first search to determine if the two
nodes are still connected. If after the removal of the edge, the two nodes are still connected, there is no need
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to update. Otherwise, the current component needs to be split into two components and the values of all
nodes participating in any of the affected components are updated. A time series of the node connectedness
values of each node is stored and returned at the end, along with the times each component found started
or stopped existing.
4.5.3 Trajectory Node Triangle Membership
For the computation of the trajectory triangle membership, we provide the CalculateTriangles procedure.
As endpoints are processed, we monitor the current number of triangles each node participates in. When
a new edge is added (or removed), we check whether the two newly connected (or disconnected) nodes
have any common neighbors. If they do, then a new triangle is formed or an existing one no longer exists,
respectively. We update the metric values accordingly for each of the three nodes, and we update the lists
of active neighbors for the two nodes of the new edge. A time series of the node triangle membership values
of each node is stored and returned at the end, along with the times each triangle found started or stopped
existing.
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Algorithm 3: Main SLOT algorithm that scans over the sequence of edge events and at the endpoints
of each event, calculates the relevant metrics based on user-selected flags.
Input: Set V of nodes, Set Ends of all event endpoints ts, te of all events eu,v = (u, v, ts, te)
Output: Set V of nodes, each with a set representing the node’s distributions of metric values over
time (u,Ddegu , DCCu , Dλu)
if not sorted(Ends) then
Sort(Ends)
InitializeMetrics(V )
for endpoint in Ends do
CalculateDegree(V , endpoint)
CalculateTriangles(V , endpoint)
CalculateConnectedness(V , endpoint)
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Procedure InitializeMetrics(V )
components ← []
for node in V do
node.last time ← 0
node.degree.value ← 0
node.degree.history ← []
node.neighbors ← []
node.triangles.value ← 0
node.triangles.history ← []
components.append(node)
node.component ← components[node]
node.connectedness.value ← 0
node.connectedness.history ← []
Procedure StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, node, metric)
new duration ← endpoint.time - node.last time
if new duration> 0 then
if node.metric.value not in node.metric.history then
append(node.metric.value) to node.metric.history
node.metric.value.duration ← 0
node.metric.value.duration + = new duration
node.last time ← endpoint.time
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Procedure CalculateDegree(V , endpoint)
StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, endpoint.node u, degree)
StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, endpoint.node v, degree)
if event.type = start then
endpoint.node u.value + = 1
endpoint.node v.value + = 1
else
endpoint.node u.value − = 1
endpoint.node v.value − = 1
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Procedure CalculateConnectedness(V , endpoint)
node u←endpoint.node u, node v←endpoint.node v
com u←node u.component, com v←node v.component
if endpoint.type=start then
if com u != com v then
new com← MergeComponents(com u, com v)
new size = length(new com)
for node in new com do
node.component← new com
StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, node, connectedness)
node.connectedness.value = new size
else
connected, com u, com v = BFS(V,node u,node v)
if not connected then
size u = length(com u)
size v = length(com v)
for node in com u do
node.component← com u
StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, node, connectedness)
node.connectedness.value = size u
for node in com v do
node.component← com v
StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, node, connectedness)
node.connectedness.value = size v
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Procedure CalculateTriangles(V , endpoint)
node u←endpoint.node u, node v←endpoint.node v
if endpoint.type = start then
append(node v) to node u.neighbors
append(node u) to node v.neighbors
else
remove(node v) from node u.neighbors
remove(node u) from node v.neighbors
for node i in endpoint.node u.neighbors do
if node i in endpoint.node v.neighbors then
StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, node u, triangles)
StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, node v, triangles)
StoreNodeMetric(V , endpoint, node i, triangles)
if endpoint.type=start then
node u.triangles.value + = 1
node v.triangles.value + = 1
node i.triangles.value + = 1
else
node u.triangles.value − = 1
node v.triangles.value − = 1
node i.triangles.value − = 1
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4.6 Experimental Evaluation
In this Section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of SLOT compared to the static and streaming
methods. We also examine the effect of some critical parameters on its computation cost. We aim to answer
the following questions:
• Q1 Effects of the Proximity Threshold. How does the proximity threshold τ affect the final
number of edges and events in the trajectory network?
• Q2 SLOT Comparative Performance. How much faster is SLOT compared to the naive and
streaming methods?
• Q3 SLOT Scalability. How SLOT scales to larger number of objects or events in the trajectory
network?
4.6.1 Setup
Before presenting the results, we provide details of the computational environment and the data sets em-
ployed.
Environment: All experiments are conducted on a PC with 8x Intel(R) CoreTM i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60GHz
and 64GB memory. Python 3.6 is used and the static graph calculations use the state-of-the-art algorithms
for the relevant metrics provided by the networkx package. For the algorithm performance evaluation, we
measure the average time for 10 executions of each algorithm, and for the study of simulation parameter
effects, we take the average results of 10 random seed executions.
Data: In order to evaluate the various parameters of our algorithms under a very wide variety of conditions,
we utilized synthetic data. Towards this end, a generator was implemented that allows the simulation of
random or constant velocity trajectories over a Euclidean plane. Given the size T of an observation period
[0, T ] every object is set in motion for T discrete time units forming trajectories. Objects moving outside
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(a) Constant trajectories (b) Random trajectories
Figure 4.3: Effect of proximity threshold on number of events, N = 1000.
the boundaries are deleted, while new objects are generated at a steady rate to counteract the loss. The
resulting generator has a number of configurable parameters, including space size, min and max speed of
an object, new object generation rate, observation time. Different combinations of these parameters lead
to different trajectory networks. We examine the effect of some of these properties on the results and the
algorithm performance. For the majority of the experiments and without loss of generality, we fix the
following parameters space size = 1000 × 1000, minimum speed = 0 and maximum speed = ±1. For
experimental evaluation purposes, various datasets were created, ranging from 102 to 105 objects and 104 to
1010 individual measurements. Additionally, to evaluate the scalability of SLOT to larger datasets, we had
to resort to a random generator of events (instead of trajectories). This will skip the computations required
to construct the trajectory network, a more computationally expensive task.
4.6.2 Effects of the Proximity Threshold
We examined the impact of the threshold parameter during the simulation phase on the number of events
produced, and therefore on the resulting data size. With fixed values for the rest of the parameters, the
results for various threshold values can be seen in Figure 4.3a for the single-contact case, and Figure 4.3b
for the multi-contact one.
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(a) Node degree (b) Connectedness, Triangles
Figure 4.4: Performance of SLOT versus naive, streaming algorithms, T = 100.
Constant Trajectories: For proximity threshold τ < 300, the number of connections increases quadrati-
cally with τ . This happens because the τ defines a circle with radius r = τ around every object, where any
other objects found will be connected to the first. As τ increases, the area of that circle increases relative to
the square of τ . Around τ = 300, many objects are limited by the space boundaries and the number of new
connections slows, converging to the theoretical maximum of all possible connections N(N − 1). Because of
objects moving out of bounds, the actual maximum is lower for larger observation times T .
Random Trajectories: In the case of random trajectories, the exact number of events is unpredictable,
but it increases in a roughly linear fashion with the proximity threshold.
4.6.3 SLOT Comparative Performance
SLOT is an exact algorithm, so it will always find the correct values of the metrics of interest that it
computes. Here, we evaluate the time performance of SLOT against the naive and streaming methods, as
a function of the number of objects in the trajectory network. We report results for the trajectory node
degree metric. For the rest two metrics (connectedness, triangles), we only compare SLOT to the static
method, since streaming versions of algorithms that compute these metrics are not readily available. Fig.
4.4a presents the results for for trajectory node degree, and Fig. 4.4b for the rest of the metrics.
SLOT outperforms both the naive and streaming methods by a significant margin, up to 1550× in the
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(a) Node degree (b) Connectedness, Triangles
Figure 4.5: Performance of SLOT versus naive, streaming algorithms, N = 1000.
case of 7 · 103 objects. This happens because SLOT scales with the number of events |E|, which is relative
to the number of edges |Et|, but the other algorithms scale with the product of time and number of edges
T · |Et|, as mentioned in chapter 4.4. It can also be seen that the streaming method performs better than
the naive. This is to be expected, as the streaming method avoids many unnecessary computations by
maintaining information over time. We also experiment with different observation times T , and the results
can be seen in Fig. 4.5. SLOT once more outperforms the naive and streaming algorithms by a large margin,
for example 5.87× for T = 160. The naive and streaming algorithms behave this way because they scale
linearly with time T , while its effect on the calculation cost of SLOT is negligible.
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Figure 4.6: Performance of SLOT for large scale data, T = 10000.
4.6.4 SLOT Scalability
Using the synthetic data generated by the trajectory network generator, we examine the performance of
the SLOT algorithm itself for different numbers of objects. To obtain consistent results that scale with the
number of nodes, the data generated had on average of 20 events per node. This means that the number
of events scales linearly with the number of objects, and as a result the execution time of SLOT does the
same. This can be seen in Figure 4.6.
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5 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this work we explored specific cases and uses of the object intersection problem from the field of compu-
tational geometry.
We have introduced MultipleIntersect, a novel and computationally challenging problem that arises
in the context of identifying and quantifying the size of multiple intersections of a large number of axis-
aligned multi-dimension geometric objects (regions). To address this problem we designed and implemented
an efficient algorithm, named SLIG. SLIG is a versatile sweep-line based method that operates with the
help of an auxiliary data structure, a region intersection graph (RIG), which is effectively a graph-based
data structure that is easily constructed during the one-pass traversal of the sweep-line. RIG provides fast
access to important information regarding the connectivity of regions (whether regions intersect or not)
that is otherwise difficult to obtain directly from the data. As a result, our proposed method SLIG that
utilizes RIG, is able to address the problem of interest and demonstrate a performance that is many orders
of time faster than sensible state-of-the-art approaches, while also enabling further exploration of the data
through intersection-related queries, namely SingleRegionQuery and MultiRegionQuery. Extensive
experiments were performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm, in a wide range of conditions,
including a real-world dataset of extreme weather conditions. We also demonstrated that our method is able
to scale to very large amounts of regions (while running in a single PC).
In this work, In order to evaluate the metrics of interest, we proposed SLOT, a fast and accurate algorithm
for mining node importance in trajectory networks based on the sweep-line approach. Extensive experiments
were performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm, in a wide range of conditions. Furthermore,
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our algorithm outperformed naive and sensible streaming approaches to address the problem, by many orders
of time. We also demonstrated that our method can scale to very large amounts of trajectories. We are
confident that the novel problem and method presented will prove useful and find interesting application in
a number of real-world applications and solutions.
Furthermore, we have represented trajectories of moving objects as a trajectory network. Based on this
representation, we have introduced metrics of network importance of moving objects, specifically trajectory
node degree, trajectory node connectedness and trajectory node triangle membership. These metrics can be
used to better understand the behavior of a moving object or a group of them through their interactions
with the environment and other objects, over time. They can also be used to reveal interesting network
dynamics of moving objects, not easily observable before. In order to evaluate these metrics, we developed
SLOT, a fast and accurate algorithm for mining node importance in trajectory networks based on the
sweep-line approach found in the object intersection problem. Extensive experiments were performed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm, in a wide range of conditions. Furthermore, our algorithm
outperformed naive and sensible streaming approaches to address the problem, by many orders of time. We
also demonstrated that our method can scale to very large amounts of trajectories. This work is a substantial
first step in understanding network dynamics of moving objects. We are confident that, as large amounts
of trajectory data become available, these methods will prove useful and find interesting application in a
number of real-world problems and solutions.
This research can be further extended in a number of ways. It may be of interest to evaluate the
algorithms developed in various real-world datasets, or studying how they can be implemented to work in a
distributed way.
For the multiple intersection problem, it may be interesting to explore alternatives utilizing different
algorithmic paradigms, such as interval trees, and compare the algorithms’ performance and space require-
ments. Furthermore, it may be of great interest to extend our approach and methodology to other object
intersection problems, specifically objects of different shapes. Although different version of the sweep-line
algorithm are available for other basic shapes such as circles or regular polygons, we believe our approach
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could be used with arbitrary, irregularly shaped objects, by approximating their shape with axis-aligned
regions of different sizes (an indication of this can be seen in Fig. 3.5, if the areas of different type in that
grid are considered single, irregularly shaped objects).
For the node importance in trajectory networks problem, it could be useful to compare the insights this
approach provides with those of more traditional approaches. It could be of interest, for example, to apply a
conventional trajectory mining technique such as trajectory classification on a real-world dataset, and then
try to enhance those results using the information the trajectory network metrics can provide.
Furthermore, it is possible to make direct use of these novel algorithms in order to develop various tools,
such as data visualization applications and trajectory analysis platforms. To encourage reproducibility we
provide details of our data generator and methods’ pseudo-code, while we make the source code and data
sets publicly available.
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